MODSIM
Unify modeling and simulation with 3DEXPERIENCE Cloud

Design
with CATIA's powerful solutions for design creativity, surface refinement and product experience

Simulate
early and frequently in the design process to gain insights into key performance metrics

Converge
CAD, analysis and design controls to rapidly optimize designs and get them right the first time

Simulate
early and frequently in the design process to gain insights into key performance metrics

Standardize
all engineering subsystems—including mechanical, fluid and electrical

Reduce or eliminate
physical testing and prototyping with 3DEXPERIENCE SIMULIA

Connect and collaborate
anytime, anywhere in a single cloud-native environment for design modeling, requirements, review, controls and simulation

Automate
engineering tasks with templates to capture, store and reuse best practices and expertise

Learn more at go.3ds.com/cloud-modsim

*Versus comparable tasks in a non-integrated product development process.
For more details: Dassault Systèmes MODSIM Conference 2021

www.go.3ds.com/cloud